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Nonparametric methodologies are proposed to assess col-
lege students’ performance. Emphasis is given to gender and
sector of High School. The application concerns the Univer-
sity of Campinas, a research university in Southeast Brazil.
In Brazil college is based on a somewhat rigid set of subjects
for eachmajor. Thence a student’s relative performance can
not be accurately measured by the Grade Point Average or
by any other single measure. We then define individual vec-
tors of course grades. These vectors are used in pairwise
comparisons of common subject grades for individuals that
entered college in the same year. The relative college per-
formances of any two students is compared to their relative
performances on the Entrance Exam Score. A test based
on generalized U-statistics is developed for homogeneity
of some predefined groups. Asymptotic normality of the
test statistic is true for both null and alternative hypothe-
ses. Maximum power is attained by employing the union
intersection principle.
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1 | INTRODUCTION
The goal of this work is to evaluate the differences in students’ performance from entrance to graduation in undergradu-
ate courses. Somework has been done addressing this problem of performance assessment of undergraduate students.
Everett and Robins (1991), Birch and Miller (2006, 2007) and Win and Miller (2005) have studied the influence of
students’ background and school factors on university performance, showing that students’ success during their first
year in the university is largely influenced by their EES (Entrance Exam Score) and type of high school (government or
non-government). Murray-Harvey (1993) used path analysis to identify characteristics of successful undergraduate
students. Smith and Naylor (2005) and Dobson and Skuja (2005) have studied the schooling effects on university
performance. Pedrosa et al. (2007) used hierarchical regression models, with the relative gain as response variable,
to investigate demographic and socio-economic factors that influenced university performance. The relative gain is
based on the relative rank of students’ final (or last) recorded GPA (Grade Point Average) and students’ total EES rank.
More recently, Grilli et al. (2015, 2016) used binomial mixturemodels and quantile regression tomodel the number of
credits gained by freshmen during the first year in college andMaia et al. (2016) used nonparametric methods on quasi
U-statistics (Pinheiro et al., 2009, 2011) to evaluate students’ performance in different groups.
We present a real data set from the University of Campinas (Unicamp) in Section 2. A descriptive analysis of the
data set and the evaluation of students’ performance based only on the overall average of the EES and the overall GPA
is given. But the GPAmight have some bias, since there are students from different areas with subjects/courses with
different grading systems and different teachers. In view of this, we seek for more robust methods to compare students’
performance. The proposed method looks at the EES rank and all the grades in all courses taken by each individual,
performing all pairwise comparisons among individuals entering in the same year, in the same course/major, taking the
same subject.
Average distancemeasureswithin and between groups for each year are defined and then the average over all years
in the study is taken. The decomposability of quasiU -statistics (Pinheiro et al., 2009, 2011) is applied to define average
distancemeasures within and between groups. A test statistic for a homogeneity test among groups is developed and
its asymptotic normality is achieved under the null hypothesis. The alternative hypothesis is one-sided and, in order
tomaximize its power, we use the union intersection principal (UIP) discussed in Silvapulle and Sen (2005) to test for
contrasts of interest. We study the performances of Unicamp’s students comparing them according to sex and type of
High School - Public High Schools (PuS) and Private High Schools (PrS). The data set consists of all students whowere
admitted at Unicamp from 2000 to 2005. Unicamp is a public institution, located in the State of São Paulo and one of the
top research universities in South America. Unicamp is highly selective, with an overall average of over 15 candidates
per undergraduate position offered each year (www.comvest.unicamp.br). Public universities in Brazil are completely
funded by the government with no tuitions or fees charged on the students.
A detailed descriptive analysis of the data set is given in Section 2. The notation and some basic results about
U-statistics are presented in Section 3. The development of a hypothesis test to evaluate homogeneity between groups
is given in Section 4. Section 5 illustrates an application of the test procedure with the data set described in Section 2.
Finally, Section 6 presents a brief discussion of the results andmethods.
2 | UNDERGRADUATE PERFORMANCE AT THE UNIVERSITY OF CAMPINAS
The dataset is composed by 12168 (57.3%male and 42.7% female) students which have enrolled at Unicamp at years
2000 to 2005 in Bachelor’s degree courses/majors of the areas of Arts (Ar), Health Sciences (HS), Engineering and Exact
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Sciences (EngES) and Social Sciences (SS). Since in 2005 Unicamp implemented an affirmative action program giving
extra bonus in the final EES for students who studied all High years in Public School, it was of great interest the study of
performance of these students from entrance to graduation. In view of this, it would be interesting to havemost of the
students in the data set who already graduated from college. The academic situation of these students were classified
as following: Graduates (students who have already graduated - 77.1%), Active (students whowere still enrolled in the
University at the time the data was provided and had not graduated yet - 0.9%), and Others (the ones who dropped
out from the University - 22.0%). The students were, in their majority, between 16 and 23 years old (94.3%) from all
Brazilian regions and enrolled in 45 different majors/courses from the areas ofHS (19.8%), EngES (55.7%), SS (18.5%)
and Ar (6%). About 70% of students who enrolled between 2000 and 2005 come fromPrivate High School (PrS). The
groups of most interest in the analysis are sex and type of High School because of previous work (Pedrosa et al., 2007;
Maia et al., 2016) with data set fromUnicamp showing some differences in performance according to sex and type of
High School. So, the distributions of sex and type of High School by year are shown in Tables 1 and 2, respectively. Table
3 shows the total number of students in each group of interest, i.e., according to type of High School and Sex.
TABLE 1 Gender distribution by year
Sex Entrance year Total2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005
% % % % % % n %
Male 59.1 56.1 56.6 59. 4 55.9 56.6 6969 57.3
Female 40.9 43.9 43.4 40.6 44.1 43.4 5199 42.7
Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 12168 100.0
TABLE 2 Distribution per year according to type of High School
High School Entrance year Total2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005
% % % % % % n %
Private 70.0 71.6 69.7 71. 0 73.0 67.1 8429 70.4
Public 30.0 28.4 30.3 29.0 27.0 32.9 3543 29.6
Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 11972* 100.0
*There was no information about type of High School for 196 students.
Figure 1 presents boxplots of sample distributions by gender and High School system of the EES (scores are
standardized havingmean500 and standard deviation 100) andGPA (weighted average of grades from0 to 10 according
to the number of credits in each subject and it is between 0 and 1), respectively. One can see that students who studied
in PrS have a better EES performance than those coming from PuS irrespective of gender. Once they get into College and
we look at their GPA, the situation seems to get reversed or at least, on average, they are tied. On the other hand, when
one looks at the distribution of the GPA by sex, type of High School and Area displayed in Figure 2, the situation is not
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TABLE 3 Total number of students by Type of High School and Sex
Group n %
Male - Private 4797 40
Female - Private 3632 30
Male - Public 2041 17
Female - Public 1502 13
Total 11972* 100
*There was no information about type of High School for 196 students.
that clear and it is not the same in all areas. The difference between sexes is not so big, especially in Exact Sciences and
Engineering and in Social Sciences. In addition, there is a majority ofMale students in Engineering and Exact Sciences
(70%males and 30% females), while in Health Sciences (41%males and 59% females) and Social Sciences (41%males
and 59% females) the situation is reversed and in Arts (51%males 49% females) is quite even. The point is that students
from different courses/majors take different subjects with different grading systems. Therefore, the GPAmight not be a
goodmeasure of performance to compare students of different areas or majors. Furthermore, one can notice that there
are many outliers at the lower tail of the distribution of the GPA scores. This is due to the 22% of students who dropout
fromCollege. Some students who did not have a good performance in the first years of College (e.g., fail all the subjects
in the first or second semester) have their enrollment canceled. Since Unicamp is a public university, there are some
rigid dropout rules.
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F IGURE 1 Left: Box plots of EES according to sex and type of High School. Right: Box plots of GPA according to sex and type
of High School
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F IGURE 2 Box plots of GPA for each area according to sex and type of High School. Arts 51%males 49% females, Social
Sciences 37%males and 63% females, Engineering and Exact Sciences 70%males and 30% females, Health Sciences 41%males
and 59% females.
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To investigate further the dropout rate at Unicamp, a logistic regression model was fitted having as response a
dichotomous variable being Active/Graduated or dropout. The covariates in themodel were Sex, Type of High School,
Entrance year and Area. The significant main effects were Sex (p-value < 0.0001), Area (p-value < 0.0001) and Entrance
Year (p-value = 0, 0097). Themain effect for type of High School was not significant (p-value = 0.3468), but there were
significant interactions between Sex and type of High School (p-value = 0.0041) as well as Area and Entrance year
(p-value= 0.0253). According to the estimates of the parameters in themodel, the highest rate of dropout are among
Males, students from EngES and from the Entrance year of 2003. The interaction between Sex and type of High School
is explained as follows: within students coming from PuS, the estimated odds ratio is 2.22 (i.e, Male students have 2.2
timesmore chance of drop out than Female students), while within students coming from PrS, the estimated odds ratio
is 1.59 (i.e., the dropout rate is 1.6 times higher forMale than Female students). In general, the dropout rate is higher for
Males than for Females, but the difference in the dropout rate is even higher for those coming from PuS.
If the analysis were done just looking at the final EES and the GPA, probabilities of discordant and concordant pairs
may be defined as the following. A probability of concordance of type 1 (C1gg ′ ) is when students of group g are better
than of those in g ′ in the EES and in the GPA, discordance of type 1 (D1gg ′ ) is when students of group g ′ are better than
those in group g in the EES, but worse than those of g in the GPA, concordance of type 2 (C2gg ′ ) is when students of
group g ′ are better than those of g in the EES and in theGPA and discordance of type 2 (D2gg ′ ) is when students of group
g are better than those of g ′ in the EES, but worse than those of g ′ in the GPA. So, if the probability of type I discordance
is greater than the probability of type II, the student coming from group g has a greater chance to perform better in
College than one coming from group g ′. Table 4 shows the proportion of concordance of type 1 (C1gg ′ ), discordance of
type 1 (D1gg ′ ), concordance of type 2 (C2gg ′ ) and discordance of type 2 (D2gg ′ ). The first two lines of Table 4 show that
women seems to be better in the EES and in the GPA thanmen (35% and 36% of the times they are better thanmen
in PuS and PrS, respectively) against 28% and 27%, respectively, of the times that women are worse thanmen in the
EES and better in in GPA. Line three of Table 4 shows that 31% of Female students from PuSwere better in the EES and
continue better in the GPA, but there is not much difference from the case where Female students from PrSwere better
in the EES and continue better in the GPA (28%). Looking at all lines of Table 4, there is notmuch difference among them,
but the proportion of concordant pairs seems to be a little bigger than the discordant pairs.
TABLE 4 Proportion of discordant and concordant pairs by groups of interest according to final EES and GPA
Groups C1gg ′ C2gg ′ D1gg ′ D2gg ′ C D
g =F-PuS; g ′ =M-PuS 0.35 0.22 0.28 0.15 0.57 0.43
g =F-PrS; g ′ =M-PrS 0.36 0.23 0.27 0.15 0.59 0.41
g =F-PuS; g ′ =F-PrS 0.31 0.28 0.23 0.19 0.58 0.42
g =M-PuS; g ′ =M-PrS 0.29 0.29 0.22 0.19 0.59 0.41
Because of the potential bias of the GPA due to different areas and different types of grading system, we were
motivated to seek for more robust methods to measure academic performance. Therefore, methods presented in
sections 3 and 4 perform all pairwise comparisons within students from the same course/major, same year of entrance
and taking the same subject.
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3 | NOTATION AND U-STATISTICS
LetZi ag = (Zi ag1, . . . , Zi agLi )′ be the vector of grades for student i , fromgroup g , who entered at year a . Let l = 1, . . . , Li
be the index indicating the subject taken by student i , with Li being all the subjects taken by student i . Also, let Z¯0i g and
Z¯0j g be the average of the EES for students i and j , respectively.
Note that though Z ’s are theoretically continuous r.v.’s, we observe discrete grades, since they are rounded by
one decimal point. So, letYi ag l be the discrete grades for student i . For instance,Yi ag l ∈ {0.0, 0.1, 0.2, . . . , 10.0}, i.e.,
Yi ag l = 0.0, if Zi ag l ∈ [0.0, 0.05),Yi ag l = 0.1, if Zi ag l ∈ [0.05, 0.15), . . .,Yi ag l = 9.9, if Zi ag l ∈ [9.85, 9.95),Yi ag l = 10.0,
if Zi ag l ∈ [9.95, 10.0]. Analogously, we can define Y¯0i g and Y¯0j g as the discrete versions of the EES Z¯0i g and Z¯0j g for
students i and j , respectively.
Let La = ∑nai=1 Li be the total number of subjects that students from year a can take, L = ∑Aa=1 La be the total
number of subjects that students from years a = 1, . . .A can take, nag l be the number of students of group g from year a
who took subject l , l = 1, . . . , L, nag be the number of students of group g from year a and na (= ∑Gg=1 nag ) be the number
of students in year a .
Typically, L is large, but each student takes a number of subjects (say 8 or 10) a year, so that∑Gg=1 ∑Ll=1 nag l >> na .
Also let I agg ′l (i , j ) = I ag l (i ) × I ag ′l (j ), where{
I ag l (i ) = I (student i of year a and group g took subject l ) and
I ag ′l (j ) = I (student j of year a and group g ′ took subject l ),with I (B) = 1, if B is true and 0 otherwise.
Now define
φ(Yi ag ,Yj ag ′ )=φ(Yi ag l ,Yj ag ′l ,Y¯0i g ,Y¯0j g ′ )= {I (Yi ag l > Yj ag ′l )I (Y¯0i g < Y¯0j g ′ )
+ I (Yi ag l < Yj ag ′l )I (Y¯0i g > Y¯0j g ′ ) − I (Yi ag l > Yj ag ′l )I (Y¯0i g > Y¯0j g ′ )
− I (Yi ag l < Yj ag ′l )I (Y¯0i g < Y¯0j g ′ )
} {
I agg ′l (i , j )
} (1)
as a kernel of a generalizedU -statistics.
Note that, according to (1), there is no interest in tie cases, i.e.,Yai l =Yaj l orY¯0i = Y¯0j . Then,φ(Yi ag ,Yj ag ′ ) = 0when
there are ties.
Now define aU -statistic (Hoeffding, 1948; Lee, 1990) of degree 2 asUnagg l = ∑1≤i<j≤nag l φ(Yi ag ,Yj ag )/(nag l2 ) and
a generalizedU -statistic of degree (1,1) asUnagg ′l = ∑nag li=1 ∑nag ′lj=1 φ(Yi ag ,Yj ag ′ )/nag l nag ′l .
Now let the overall probability of concordance to be P (Cagg ′l ) = P (C1agg ′l ) + P (C2agg ′l ), where P (C1agg ′l ) =
P (Yi ag l > Yj ag ′l ,Y¯0i g > Y¯0j g ′ ) and P (C2agg ′l ) = P (Yi ag l < Yj ag ′l ,Y¯0i g < Y¯0j g ′ ) are the probabilities of concordance of
types 1 and 2, respectively. Analogously, the overall probability of discordance is P (Dagg ′l ) = P (D1agg ′l ) + P (D2agg ′l ),
where P (D1agg ′l ) = P (Yi ag l > Yj ag ′l ,Y¯0i g < Y¯0j g ′ ) and P (D2agg ′l ) = P (Yi ag l < Yj ag ′l ,Y¯0i g > Y¯0j g ′ ) are the probabilities
of discordance of types 1 and 2, respectively.
Also, let
θagg ′l = E {φ(Yi ag l ,Yj ag ′l ,Y¯0i g ,Y¯0j g ′ )} = P (Dagg ′l ) − P (Cagg ′l ) (2)
and
νagg ′l = E {[φ(Yi ag l ,Yj ag ′l ,Y¯0i g ,Y¯0j g ′ )]2 } = P (Dagg ′l ) + P (Cagg ′l ) < 1, (3)
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since we are not interested in the ties. Analogously,
θagg l = E {φ(Yi ag l ,Yj ag l ,Y¯0i g ,Y¯0j g )} = P (Dagg l ) − P (Cagg l ) (4)
and
νagg l = E {[φ(Yi ag l ,Yj ag l ,Y¯0i g ,Y¯0j g )]2 } = P (Dagg l ) + P (Cagg l ) < 1. (5)
Using Hoeffding’s decomposition (Hoeffding, 1948), we have
Unagg l = θagg l +
2
nag l
nag l∑
i=1
[Ψ1(Yi ag ) − θagg l ] +U ∗(2)nagg l
and
Unagg ′l = θagg ′l +
1
nag l
nag l∑
i=
[Ψ10(Yi ag ) − θaagg ′l ] + 1
nag ′l
nag′l∑
j=1
[Ψ01(Yj ag ′ ) − θagg ′l ] +U ∗(2)nagg ′l ,
whereΨ1(Yi ag ) = E [φ(Yi ag ,Yj ag ) | Yi ag ],U ∗(2)nagg l = Op (n−1ag l ),
Ψ10(Yi ag ) = E [φ(Yi ag ,Yj ag ′ ) | Yi ag ],Ψ01(Yj ag ′ ) = E [φ(Yi ag ,Yi ag ′ ) | Yj ag ′ ] andU ∗(2)nagg ′l = Op (n−1ag l + n−1ag ′l + n1/2ag l n1/2ag ′l ).
SinceUnagg l andUnagg ′l areU -statistics, they are asymptotically normally distributed (Hoeffding, 1948) as follows
√
nag l (Unagg l − θagg l ) D−→ N (0, 4ξ1),
with ξ1 = E [Ψ21 (Yi ag )] − θ2agg l , and
γ
−1/2
n (Unagg ′l − θagg ′l )
D−→ N (0, 1),
where γn = ξ10nag l + ξ01nag′l , ξ10 = E [Ψ210(Yi ag )] − θ2agg ′l and ξ01 = E [Ψ21 (Yj ag ′ )] − θ2agg ′l .
Now define a quasiU -statistics (Pinheiro et al., 2009; 2011) as
Bnagg ′l = wnagg ′l
{
2Unagg ′l −Unagg l −Unag ′g ′l
}
, (6)
with
wnagg ′l =
[ nag l nag′l
nag l +nag′l
]
[∑
g ,g ′
( nag l nag ′l
nag l +nag′l
)] . (7)
Note that
wnagg ′l =
{
O (1), if both nag l and nag ′l are large
O (n−1), if at least one of them (nag l , nag ′l ) are small,
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where n = min{nag l , nag ′l }.
Now, let Bnagg ′l = B (1)nagg ′l + B (2)nagg ′l , so that B (1)nagg ′l are those with wnagg ′l = O (1) and B (2)nagg ′l are those with
wnagg ′l = O (n−1).
Finally, let us define a test statistic as an overall samplemeasure of divergence between groups as
Bngg ′ =
A∑
a=1
L∑
l=1
Bnagg ′l =
A∑
a=1

L
(1)
a∑
l=1
B
(1)
nagg ′l +
L
(2)
a∑
l=1
B
(2)
nagg ′l

= B (1)
ngg ′ + B
(2)
ngg ′ (8)
where L(1)a is the total number of subjects with large nag l ’s and nag ′l ’s and L(2)a is the total number of subjects with small
nag l ’s and nag ′l ’s.
Under the null hypothesis of homogeneity among groups, wewould say that there is no difference in performance
between the entrance grade and the grades in the courses taken in the University neither within the groups nor
between groups, i.e., H0 : θagg l = θag ′g ′l = θagg ′l , universalAlt 1 ≤ g < g ′ ≤ G , universalAlt a = 1, . . . ,A and universalAlt l = 1, . . . , L, or
H0 : 2θagg ′l − θagg l − θag ′g ′l = 0. But even though −1 ≤ θagg ′l ≤ 1, there are several interesting situations under which
H1 : 2θagg ′l − θagg l − θag ′g ′l > 0 (see the Appendix for details of the one-sided alternative).
Note that forG groups, we haveG (G − 1)/2 = G ∗ group comparisons. Therefore, wemay define aG ∗ × 1 vector
Bn = B(1)n + B(2)n with elements Bngg ′ ’s.
4 | HYPOTHESES AND TESTING PROCEDURE
Concordant pairs are those where individual i had a better/worse grade than j in the entrance exam and continued to
be better/worse than j in the course grade in the University. Let’s say that individual i came from a Public High School
and j from a Private High School. A discordant pair of type I is when individual i had a worse performance than j in the
EES, but a better performance than j in his/her course grade. A discordant of type II is the opposite situation, i.e., i had
a better performance than j in the EES, but a worse performance than j in his/her course grade. From this setup, we
would say that if the probability of type I discordance is greater than the probability of type II, the student coming from a
Public High School has a greater chance to perform better in the University than one coming from a Private High School.
If there is no difference in performance between groups g and g ′,H0 is true and θagg l = θag ′g ′l = θagg ′l = θal and
therefore E {B¯nagg ′l } = wnagg ′l [2θal − θal − θal ] = 0 andH1 : 2θagg ′l − θagg l − θag ′g ′l > 0. Then, EH0 {Bnagg ′ } = 0 under
H0 and EH1 {Bnagg ′ } > 0. See the Appendix for justification of the one sided alternative.
Note that the elements of Bn are the ordered Bnagg ′ ’s, say Bn1, . . . ,BnG∗ , where G ∗ = (G2 ) and they are not all
independent. For instance, forG = 3,Bn = (Bn12,Bn13,Bn23), withG ∗ = (32) . Therefore, we need tomake an adjustment
likemultiple comparisons test procedures. Wemay have different tests according to the interest. For instance, if we
have two factors, say gender (F-Female andM-Male) and two types of High School (Pu-Public and Pr-Private), wemay
have statistics for themain effects and for the interaction. In this case, we have four groups (F-Pu, F-Pr, M-Pu,M-Pr) and
for simplicity of notation g = 1, . . . , 4, with 1→ F-Pu, 2→ F-Pr, 3→M-Pu, 4→M-Pr.
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Then, wewill have as within and between graduate performancemeasures

θa11l θa12l θa13l θa14l
θa22l θa23l θa24l
θa33l θa34l
θa44l

.
In order tomaximize the power of the tests, wemay use the union intersection principle (UIP) discussed in Silvapulle
and Sen (2005) to test for main effects of Sex and Type of High School as well as the interaction effect.
For testing Female ×Male:
H01 : 2θa13l − θa11l − θa33l + 2θa24l − θa22l − θa44l = 0
H11 : 2θa13l − θa11l − θa33l + 2θa24l − θa22l − θa44l > 0 (9)
and if we callΘgg ′ = 2θagg ′l − θagg l − θag ′g ′l the hypothesis can bewritten as
H01 : C1Θ = 0 vs. H11 : C1Θ > 0, (10)
withC1 = (0, 1, 0, 0, 1, 0) andΘ = (Θ12,Θ13,Θ14,Θ23,Θ24,Θ34)′.
For testing Public × Private:
H02 : 2θa12l + 2θa34l − (θa11l + θa22l + θa33l + θa44l ) = 0
H12 : 2θa12l + 2θa34l − (θa11l + θa22l + θa33l + θa44l ) > 0 (11)
or
H02 : C2Θ = 0 vs. H12 : C2Θ > 0, (12)
withC2 = (1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1) andΘ = (Θ12,Θ13,Θ14,Θ23,Θ24,Θ34)′.
For testing the interaction Sex*Type of High School:
H03 : 2θa12l − θa11l − θa22l − 2θa34l + θa33l + θa44l = 0
H13 : 2θa12l − θa11l − θa22l − 2θa34l + θa33l + θa44l , 0 (13)
or
H03 : C3Θ = 0 vs. H13 : C3Θ , 0, (14)
withC3 =
(
1 0 0 0 0 −1
0 1 0 0 −1 0
)
andΘ = (Θ12,Θ13,Θ14,Θ23,Θ24,Θ34)′.
ThenwedefineavectorBn = (Bn1, . . . ,BnG∗ )as thevectorof theorderedBngg ′ ’s. In this case,Bn = (Bn12,Bn13, . . . ,Bn34)
is a 6 × 1 vector. Also, Tn = CBn is the vector of linear combinations of the elements ofBn = B(1)n + B(2)n . Then, wemay
write Tn = CB(1)n + CB(2)n = T(1)n + T(2)n .
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Theorem 1 Let C be a matrix of contrasts and B(2)n be a vector with elements B (2)ngg ′ = ∑Aa=1 ∑L(2)al=1 B (2)nagg ′l withwnagg ′l =
O (n−1).
√
nCB(2)n L2−→ 0.
Proof:
Note that the elements of B (2)n are B (2)ngg ′ =
∑A
a=1
∑L(2)a
l=1
B
(2)
nagg ′l withwnagg ′l = O (n−1).
Then, B (2)
ngg ′ = Op (n−1) andV ar (
√
nB
(2)
ngg ′ ) = O (n−1) ⇒ E (n | |CB(2)n | |2) → 0, i.e.,
√
nCB(2)n L2−→ 0.

Theorem 2 Let C be a matrix of contrasts, Tn = CBn and nBn d−→ N (0, Σ). If Vn p−→ Σ1, with Σ1 = CΣC′, then
n2T′nV−nTn d−→ χ2[r ank (V−n )].
Proof:
According to Pinheiro et al. (2009), the elements ofBn are quasi U-statistics and it has an asymptotically multivariate
normal distribution with covariancematrix Σ, i.e., nBn d−→ N (Θ, Σ).
As Tn is a linear combination of a asymptotically multivariate normal vector, then nTn d−→ N (CΘ, Σ1), where
Σ1 = CΣC′, i.e., nTn d−→ X, whereX ∼ N (µ, Σ1), with µ = CΘ.
By Searle (1971)(Theorem 2, page 57), ifX ∼ N (µ, Σ1), thenX′AX ∼ χ2[r ank (A),µ′Aµ/2] if and only ifAΣ1 is idempo-
tent. Now, ifA = Σ−1 , then,X′Σ−1X ∼ χ2[r ank (Σ−1 ),µ′Σ−1µ/2]. Therefore, underH0 : µ = CΘ = 0 andX
′Σ−1X ∼ χ2(r ank (Σ−1 )).
If we now consider Vn = Σ̂1 and if V−n p−→ Σ−1 , we can say that X′V−nX − X′Σ1X = X′(V−n − Σ−1 )X = op (1). Also,
n2T′nV−nTn − n2T′nΣ−1Tn = n2T′n (V−n − Σ−1 )Tn = op (1).
As nTn d−→ X and V−n p−→ Σ−1 , by Slutsky Theorem, n2T′nV−nTn − X′Σ−1X = op (1) and under H0, n2T′nV−nTn d−→
χ2[r ank (V−n )].

Now, consider the setÐ of all 2p vectors a = (a1, . . . , ap )′, where aj can be either 0 or 1, and partition Tn andVn into
(Tna ,Tna′ ) and ( Vnaa Vnaa′
Vna′a Vna′a′
)
a′ being the complement of a, ∅ ⊂ a ⊆ Ð. Further, define Tna :a′ and Vnaa :a′ as Tna :a′ = Tna − Vnaa′V−naa′Tna′ and
Vnaa :a′ = Vnaa − Vnaa′V−na′a′Vna′a , universalAlt∅ ⊆ a ⊆ Ð. Then, for the hypotheses given in (10) and (12), wemay use the union
intersection principle (Silvapulle and Sen, 2005) and the test statistic is
Ln =
∑
∅⊆a⊆Ð
11(Tna :a′ > 0,V−na′a′Tna′ ≤ 0)(n2T′na :a′V−naa :a′Tna :a′ ). (15)
UnderH0,
Ln d−→
p∑
k=0
wkχ
2
k , (16)
where χ2
k
are independent chi-square random variables with k (= 0, 1, . . . , p) degrees of freedom and the normal orthant
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probabilities with respect toVn lead to the approximation for thewk when sorted by the cardinality of the element
a : ∅ ⊆ a ⊆ Ð.
For the hypotheses given by (14) and Theorem 2, we have that, underH0,
Ln = n2T′nV−nTn d−→ χ2[
r ank
(V−n )] . (17)
If we are testing the difference in performance of students coming from Public or Private High School, with Ln
one sided test, we will be able to detect in which direction is the difference, i.e., if students from PuS have better
performance in the University than students coming from P r S or the other way around.
Wemay useTn1 = Bn13 + Bn24 , i.e,C1 = (0, 1, 0, 0, 1, 0) to testH01 , according to (10) with Ln1 = 1 (Tn1 > 0)n2T 2n1/S21 ;
Tn2 = Bn12 + Bn34, i.e.,C2 = (1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1) to testH02, according to (12) with Ln2 = 1 (Tn2 > 0)n2T 2n2/S22 ; and
In the case of a two-sided alternative,
Tn3 =
(
Bn12 − Bn34
Bn13 − Bn24
)
, i.e., C3 =
(
1 0 0 0 0 −1
0 1 0 0 −1 0
)
can be used to test H03, according to (14) with Ln3 =
n2T′n3V−nTn3.
5 | APPLICATION
We apply the proposed test procedures to the data from the University of Campinas described in Section 2. The data
set used to apply themethods shown in Sections 3 and 4 is the same described in Section 2.
Themain interest is to test the following null hypotheses:
•H01: There is no difference in performance between female andmale;
•H02: There is no difference in performance between students coming from Public and Private High Schools;
•H03: There is no interaction between sex and type of High School;
addressed in Sections 5.1, 5.2 and 5.3, respectively.
In order to apply themethods described in Sections 3 and 4, we should separate the data into groups according to
sex and type of High School.
5.1 | Test of homogeneity betweenmale and female students
For testing Female ×Male, the hypothesis test H01 : Θ13 + Θ24 = 0 versus H11 : Θ13 + Θ24 > 0 is given by (10) with
the test statistic given byTn1 = Bn13 + Bn24, with Ln1 = 1(Tn1 > 0)n2T 2n1/σ21 . Since the p-value equals one, there is no
evidence to reject the hypothesis of homogeneity between sexes. Note that the value of the observed test statistic
Ln1obs is 0, since we have a one-sided test and there is an indicator function in (15).
Figure 3 shows the empirical distribution of Bn13 (effect of sex in PuS, i.e., H0 : Θ13 = 0) and Bn24 (effect of sex
in PrS, i.e, H0 : Θ24 = 0) under the null hypothesis. The value of the observed test statistics are Bn13obs = −23.4 and
Bn24obs = −87.75with p-values 0.387 and 1, respectively. Therefore, we can say that there is no evidence of changing of
direction in performance for Female andMale students.
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F IGURE 3 Empirical distributions of Bn13 and Bn24 under the hypothesis of homogeneity between sexes.
5.2 | Test of homogeneity between students from public and private high schools
For this test, we assume that students coming from PrS have better performance than those from PuS. So, we would like
to test if the performance continues in the same direction during undergraduate school. The observed value of Bn12 and
Bn34 are, respectively, -42.66 and -45.93, with p-values 0.990 and 0.995, respectively. Figure 4 presents the empirical
distributions of Bn12 (effect of High School amongMales) and Bn34 (effect of High School among Females) under the
null hypothesis of homogeneity among Schools. P-value for the test given by (12) and the test statistic (17) is 1, for the
same reason given above for the test of homogeneity among sexes. From Figure 4 one can see that the effect of High
School is similar in both sexes, with no evidence for rejecting the respective null hypotheses. So, we could say that the
performance continues in the same direction, i.e., PrS students perform better than PuS students both in the EES and in
College.
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F IGURE 4 Empirical distributions of Bn12 and Bn34 under the hypothesis of homogeneity between types of High School.
5.3 | Test of interaction between sex and type of high school
Figure 5 shows the empirical distribution of Bn12 (effect of High School system among Male students), Bn34 (effect
of High School system among Female students), Bn13 (effect of sex among students from PuS) and Bn24 (effect of sex
among students from PrS) under the hypothesis of no interaction between type of High School and Sex. The values of
the observed test statistics are Bn12obs = −42.66, Bn34obs = −45.93, Bn13obs = −23.4 and Bn24obs = −87.75.
Figure 6 shows the empirical distribution of Ln3 under the hypothesis of no interaction between sex and High
School system. The observed value of the test statistic is Ln3obs = 28.135, with p-value 0.02. Therefore, there is
evidence of interaction between type of High School and Sex. Looking at Figure 5, one can see a difference between
the empirical distributions of Bn13 and Bn24, showing that the effects of sex in PuS (Bn13) and in PrS (Bn24) are different.
It seems that in PrS the difference between Female andMale students are greater than in PuS, which seems to agree
with Table 4, where the number of concordant pairs in line two is slightly greater than in line one, indicating better
performance of Female students in PrS.
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F IGURE 5 Empirical distributions of Bn12 , Bn34 , Bn13 and Bn24 under the hypothesis of homogeneity between types of High
School in both sexes.
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F IGURE 6 Empirical distributions of Ln3 under the hypothesis of no interaction between types of High School and Sex.
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6 | DISCUSSION
Wepropose testing procedures for the comparison of student performance during college at the University of Camp-
inas. These procedures are tailored for some specificities common to Brazilian college course structure, but they are
applicable to a wide range of problems in which shape restrictions and large random vectors play a role. The use of
traditional measures like the GPAmaymask the relative performance of a student. This is illustrated in Section 2, and
motivates the development of the proposed test statistic Ln . The Ln statistic has other advantages, besides being
designed to solve GPA shortcomings as an unbiased relative performancemeasure. The Ln -based one sided test usually
performs better than the two-sidedHotteling’s χ2-test. The Ln test statistic is equivalent to the Hottelling’sT 2 test
when Tn > 0, but in situations where not all the components of Tn are positive Ln will bemore powerful. The problem
of fairly assessing student performance is specially important when affirmative actions are employed. This is the case
in several Brazilian universities, and these policies may greatly benefit from sound statistical analysis. We hope to be
useful in this direction.
APPEND IX
Let Y¯20 and Y¯10 be the EES from an individual of group 2 and an individual from group 1, respectively;Y2al andY1al
are the grades in course l of an individual from group 2 and an individual from group 1, respectively. Let Var(Y¯10) =
σ21 , Var(Y¯20l ) = σ22 , Var(Y1al ) = σ23 and Var(Y2al ) = σ24 . Corr(Y1al ,Y¯10) = ρ1 and Corr(Y2al ,Y¯20) = ρ2. Therefore,
Cov(Y1al ,Y¯10) = ρ1σ1σ3 and Cov(Y2al ,Y¯20) = ρ2σ2σ4. In general,(
Y¯20 − Y¯10
Y2al −Y1al
)
∼ N
([
µ∗
µ∗
]
,
[
σ21 + σ
2
2 ρ1σ1σ3 + ρ2σ2σ4
ρ1σ1σ3 + ρ2σ2σ4 σ
2
3 + σ
2
4
])
We show somemodels for which the one-sided hypothesis is reasonable. Suppose that, underH0, students from
group 2 do better than students from group 1 in the EES and the grades in undergraduate courses in group 2will also be
better than those fromgroup 1, i.e, we expectmore concordance than discordance. Then, underH0 ,

Y¯20
L
= Y¯10 + µ∗,
Y2al
L
=Y1al + µ∗
,
with µ∗ > 0.
LetU = Y¯20 − Y¯10 andV =Y2al −Y1al .
CASE A: If ρ1 = ρ2 = ρ H0 : µ = 0 vs. H1 : µ > 0
Suppose σ1 = σ2 and σ3 = σ4, Cov(Y1al ,Y¯10) = Cov(Y2al ,Y¯20) = ρσ1σ3. Then, Cov(U ,V ) = 2ρσ1σ3, Corr(U ,V ) = ρ and(
U
V
)
=
(
Y¯20 − Y¯10
Y2al −Y1al
)
∼ N
([
µ∗
µ∗
]
,
[
2σ21 2ρσ1σ3
2ρσ1σ3 2σ
2
3
])
.
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Finally, let Z1 = (U − µ∗)/√2σ1 and Z2 = (V − µ∗)/√2σ3. Then,
PH0 {Concordance} = P
(
Y¯20 − Y¯10√
2σ1
> 0; Y2al −Y1al√
2σ3
> 0
)
+ P
(
Y¯20 − Y¯10√
2σ1
< 0; Y2al −Y1al√
2σ3
< 0
)
= P (Z1 > −µ1∗, Z2 > −µ2∗) + P (Z1 < −µ1∗, Z2 < −µ2∗)
=
∫ ∞
−µ2∗
∫ ∞
−µ1∗
fZ1,Z2 (u,v )dudv +
∫ −µ2∗
−∞
∫ −µ1∗
−∞
fZ1,Z2 (u,v )dudv ,
where µ1∗ = µ∗/(√2σ1), µ2∗ = µ∗/(√2σ3) and
fZ1,Z2 (u,v ) =
1
2pi
√
1 − ρ2
exp
{ −1
2(1 − ρ2)
[
u2 − 2ρuv + v 2
]}
. (18)
PH0 {Discordance} = P (Y¯20 − Y¯10 > 0;Y2al −Y1al < 0)
+ P (Y¯20 − Y¯10 < 0;Y2al −Y1al > 0)
= P (Z1 > −µ1∗, Z2 < −µ2∗) + P (Z1 < −µ1∗, Z2 > −µ2∗)
=
∫ −µ2∗
−∞
∫ ∞
−µ1∗
fZ1,Z2 (u,v )dudv +
∫ ∞
−µ2∗
∫ −µ1∗
−∞
fZ1,Z2 (u,v )dudv .
Therefore,
θ12 = PH0 {Discordance} − PH0 {Concordance} =
=
∫ −µ2∗
−∞
∫ ∞
−µ1∗
fZ1,Z2 (u,v )dudv︸                                   ︷︷                                   ︸
(a)
+
∫ ∞
−µ2∗
∫ −µ1∗
−∞
fZ1,Z2 (u,v )dudv︸                                   ︷︷                                   ︸
(b)
−
∫ ∞
−µ2∗
∫ ∞
−µ1∗
fZ1,Z2 (u,v )dudv︸                                 ︷︷                                 ︸
(c)
−
∫ −µ2∗
−∞
∫ −µ1∗
−∞
fZ1,Z2 (u,v )dudv︸                                     ︷︷                                     ︸
(d )
= (a) + (b) − (c) − (d ) (underH0) (19)
Now, underH1 :

Y¯20
L
= Y¯10 + µ∗,
Y2al
L
=Y1al + µ∗ − µ, (µ > 0).
Then, (
Y¯20 − Y¯10
Y2al −Y1al
)
∼ N
([
µ∗
µ∗ − µ
]
,
[
2σ21 2ρ
√
2σ1
2ρ
√
2σ3 2σ
2
3
])
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PH1 {Concordance} = P (Z1 > −µ1∗, Z2 > µ2 − µ2∗) + P (Z1 < −µ1∗, Z2 < µ2 − µ2∗)
=
∫ ∞
µ2−µ2∗
∫ ∞
−µ1∗
fZ1,Z2 (u,v )dudv +
∫ µ2−µ2∗
−∞
∫ −µ1∗
−∞
fZ1,Z2 (u,v )dudv
=
∫ ∞
−µ2∗
∫ ∞
−µ1∗
fZ1,Z2 (u,v )dudv −
∫ µ2−µ2∗
−µ2∗
∫ ∞
−µ1∗
fZ1,Z2 (u,v )dudv
+
∫ −µ2∗
−∞
∫ −µ1∗
−∞
fZ1,Z2 (u,v )dudv +
∫ µ2−µ2∗
−µ2∗
∫ µ1∗
−∞
fZ1,Z2 (u,v )dudv ,
where µ1∗ = µ∗/(√2σ1), µ2∗ = µ∗/(√2σ3) and µ2 = µ/(√2σ3).
PH1 {Discordance} = P (Z1 > −µ1∗, Z2 < µ2 − µ2∗) + P (Z1 < −µ1∗, Z2 > µ2 − µ2∗)
=
∫ µ2−µ2∗
−∞
∫ ∞
−µ1∗
fZ1,Z2 (u,v )dudv +
∫ ∞
µ2−µ2∗
∫ −µ1∗
−∞
fZ1,Z2 (u,v )dudv
=
∫ −µ2∗
−∞
∫ ∞
−µ1∗
fZ1,Z2 (u,v )dudv +
∫ µ2−µ2∗
−µ2∗
∫ ∞
−µ1∗
fZ1,Z2 (u,v )dudv
+
∫ ∞
−µ2∗
∫ −µ1∗
−∞
fZ1,Z2 (u,v )dudv −
∫ µ2−µ2∗
−µ2∗
∫ −µ1∗
−∞
fZ1,Z2 (u,v )dudv
θ12 = PH1 {Discordance} − PH1 {Concordance} =
=
∫ −µ2∗
−∞
∫ ∞
−µ1∗
fZ1,Z2 (u,v )dudv︸                                   ︷︷                                   ︸
(a)
+
∫ µ2−µ2∗
−µ2∗
∫ ∞
−µ1∗
fZ1,Z2 (u,v )dudv︸                                      ︷︷                                      ︸
(e)
+
∫ ∞
−µ2∗
∫ −µ1∗
−∞
fZ1,Z2 (u,v )dudv︸                                   ︷︷                                   ︸
(b)
−
∫ µ2−µ2∗
−µ2∗
∫ −µ1∗
−∞
fZ1,Z2 (u,v )dudv︸                                        ︷︷                                        ︸
(f )
−
∫ ∞
−µ2∗
∫ ∞
−µ1∗
fZ1,Z2 (u,v )dudv︸                                 ︷︷                                 ︸
(c)
+
∫ µ2−µ2∗
−µ2∗
∫ ∞
−µ1∗
fZ1,Z2 (u,v )dudv︸                                      ︷︷                                      ︸
(e)
−
∫ −µ2∗
−∞
∫ −µ1∗
−∞
fZ1,Z2 (u,v )dudv︸                                     ︷︷                                     ︸
(d )
−
∫ µ2−µ2∗
−µ2∗
∫ −µ1∗
−∞
fZ1,Z2 (u,v )dudv︸                                        ︷︷                                        ︸
(f )
= (a) + (b) − (c) − (d ) + 2(e) − 2(f ) (underH1) (20)
Note that if ρ > 0 and fZ1,Z2 (u,v ) is given by (18), the expression given in (20)> (19). Therefore, under H1 : 2θ12 >
θ11 + θ22. 
CASE B:H0 : ρ1 = ρ2 vs. H1 : ρ1 < ρ2
Now, letUg = Y¯g0j − Y¯g0i ,Vg =Yg aj l −Yg ai l ,Ugg ′ = Y¯g ′0j − Y¯g0i ,Vgg ′ =Yg ′aj l −Yg ai l , for 1 ≤ g < g ′ ≤ G .
Note that in general, Var(Y¯g0i −Y¯g ′0j ) = σ21 +σ22 = σ21∗ , Var(Yg ai l −Yg ′aj l ) = σ23 +σ24 = σ22∗ , Cov(Y¯g0i ,Yg ai l ) = ρ1σ1σ3
and Cov(Y¯g ′0j ,Yg ′j l ) = ρ2σ2σ4. When comparing individuals from the same group, we will assume that σ1 = σ2 and
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σ3 = σ4.Then,
(
U1
V1
)
∼ N
([
µ∗
µ∗
]
,
[
2σ21 σ1σ3(ρ1 + ρ2)
σ1σ3(ρ1 + ρ2) 2σ23
])
and (
U12
V12
)
∼ N
([
µ∗
µ∗
]
,
[
σ21 + σ
2
2 ρ1σ1σ3 + ρ2σ2σ4
ρ1σ1σ3 + ρ2σ2σ4 σ
2
3 + σ
2
4
])
Definig U1∗ = U1/(√2σ1), V1∗ = V1/(√2σ3), U12∗ = U12/
√
σ21 + σ
2
2 , V12∗ = V12/
√
σ23 + σ
2
4 , µ1∗ = µ∗/(
√
2σ1), µ2∗ =
µ∗/(
√
2σ3)we get (
U1∗
V1∗
)
∼ N
([
µ1∗
µ2∗
]
,
[
1 (ρ1 + ρ2)/2
(ρ1 + ρ2)/2 1
])
and
(
U12∗
V12∗
)
∼ N
©­­­«
[
µ∗
µ∗
]
,

1
ρ1σ1σ3+ρ2σ2σ4√
(σ2
1
+σ2
2
)(σ2
3
+σ2
4
)
ρ1σ1σ3+ρ2σ2σ4√
(σ2
1
+σ2
2
)(σ2
3
+σ2
4
)
1

ª®®®¬
ForW1 =V1∗ − ρ1∗U1∗, Cov(W1,U1∗) = 0,W1 ∼ N (µ2∗ − ρ1∗µ1∗, 1 − ρ21∗), with ρ1∗ = (ρ1 + ρ2)/2.
ForW12 =V12∗ − ρ12∗U12∗, Cov(W12,U12∗) = 0, with ρ12∗ = ρ1σ1σ3+ρ2σ2σ4√(σ2
1
+σ2
2
)(σ2
3
+σ2
4
)
. Then,
P (U1 > 0,V1 > 0) = P (U1∗ > 0,V1∗ > 0) = P (U1∗ > 0,W1 + ρ1∗U1∗ > 0)
= P (U1∗ > 0, Z3∗ > −µ2∗ + ρ1∗µ1∗ − ρ1∗u)
=
∫ ∞
0
[1 − Φ(−µ2∗ + ρ1∗µ1∗ − ρ1∗u)]fU1∗ (u)du
=
1
2
−
∫ ∞
0
Φ(−µ2∗ + ρ1∗µ1∗ − ρ1∗u)fU1∗ (u)du
where Z1∗ = U1∗ − µ1∗ , Z2∗ =V1∗ − µ2∗ , Z3∗ =W1 − µ2∗ + ρ1∗µ1∗ , i.e., Z1∗ ∼ N (0, 1), Z2∗ ∼ N (0, 1), Z3∗ ∼ N (0, 1− ρ21∗) and
Cov(Z1∗, Z3∗) = 0.
P (U1 < 0,V1 < 0) = P (U1 < 0,W1 + ρU1 < 0) = P (U1 < 0,W1 < −ρv )
=
∫ 0
−∞
φ(−ρv )fV (v )dv
P (U1 > 0,V1 < 0) = P (U1 > 0,W1 + ρU1 < 0) = P (U1 > 0,W1 < −ρv )
=
∫ ∞
0
φ(−ρv )fV (v )dv
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P (U1 < 0,V1 > 0) = P (U1 < 0,W1 + ρU1 > 0) = P (U1 < 0,W1 > −ρv )
=
∫ 0
−∞
[1 − φ(−ρu)]fU (u)du = 1
2
−
∫ 0
−∞
φ(−ρu)fV (u)du
Analogously, we would have the same computations for comparisons of individuals in group 2 (U2 andV2) and from
different groups (U12 andV12). Therefore,
θgg = P (Discordant) − P (Concordant)
= 2
{∫ ∞
0
Φ(−ρv )fV (v )dv −
∫ 0
−∞
φ(−ρv )fV (v )dv
}
= 2
∫ ∞
0
[Φ(−ρv ) − Φ(ρv )]fU (u)dv < 0, if ρ > 0,
sinceΦ(−ρv ) < 1/2 andΦ(ρu) > 1/2, for g = 1, . . . ,G
Within group g , we would have only ρg , but between groups g and g ′, we would have ρ1+ρ22 < ρ2, since ρ1 < ρ2.
Note that, if ρ1 > 0, ρ2 > 0 and ρ1 < ρ2, 2ρ1 < ρ1 + ρ2 < 2ρ2.
θ11 = 2
∫ ∞
0
[Φ(−2ρ1u) − Φ(2ρ1v )]fU (u)du < 0,
θ22 = 2
∫ ∞
0
[Φ(−2ρ2u) − Φ(2ρ2v )]fU (u)du < 0,
θ12 = 2
∫ ∞
0
[Φ(−(ρ1 + ρ2)u) − Φ((ρ1 + ρ2)u)]fU (u)du < 0.
| Φ(−2ρ2u) − Φ(2ρ2u) |>
> | Φ(−(ρ1 + ρ2)u) − Φ((ρ1 + ρ2)u) |>
> | Φ(−2ρ1v ) − Φ(2ρ1v ) | .
Then, θ11 > θ12 > θ22 ⇒ 2θ12 > (θ11 + θ22).
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